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One of the most common modern uses of quaternions is in the represen-

tation of 3-d rotations. We’ll have a look at how this is done.
First, consider the rotation of a vector lying initially along the x axis

about the z axis, as in Fig. 1.
The initial vector vvv, drawn in red along the x axis, is rotated by an angle

θ into the vector vvvθ, drawn in purple. The axis of rotation is along the z
axis, and we define a unit vector n̂nn along this direction, so we can say that
n̂nn is the axis vector. Using the right hand rule, we see that the cross product

FIGURE 1. Rotation of a vector vvv about the z axis.
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n̂nn×vvv gives a vector (drawn in green) parallel to the y axis. Since n̂nn is a unit
vector, the length of n̂nn×vvv is just the length of vvv.

By considering the projections of vvvθ onto the x and y axes, we see that
the projection onto the x axis, shown by the dashed yellow line, has a value
of |vvv|cosθ, and the projection onto the y axis, shown by the dashed blue
line, has a value of |vvv|sinθ. Since all three vectors n̂nn×vvv, vvvθ and vvv have the
same length of |vvv|, we can represent the rotated vector vvvθ as the vector sum

vvvθ = vvv cosθ+(n̂nn×vvv)sinθ (1)
Now we can introduce quaternions. Using pure vector quaternions, we

have (I’m using ordinary (non-bold) font for quaternions and bold font for
3-d vectors):

v = (0,vvv)

vθ = (0,vvvθ)

n= (0, n̂nn)
(2)

For pure vector quaternions, multiplication gives

nv =−n̂nn ·vvv+ n̂nn×vvv (3)
= n̂nn×vvv (4)

where the last line follows because n̂nn (along the z axis) is perpendicular to
vvv (along the x axis). We can therefore write 1 in terms of quaternions as

vθ = v cosθ+nv sinθ (5)

= (cosθ+nsinθ)v (6)

Note that it’s important to maintain the order nv in the product, since these
two quaternions don’t commute.

We can now write this in exponential form using the formula for a pure
vector quaternion s (with zero scalar component):

es = cosα+
s

α
sinα (7)

where

α= |s| (8)
From 6, we see that if we put s = θn then we have α = |θn| = θ and

s
α = n so

vθ = eθnv (9)
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We can also swap the order of the factors in 9, but we need to take into
account that n and v don’t commute. From our multiplication formulas we
have

nv =−n̂nn ·vvv+ n̂nn×vvv = n̂nn×vvv
vn=−n̂nn ·vvv− n̂nn×vvv =−n̂nn×vvv (10)

where both equalities are because n̂nn ·vvv = 0. Thus in this case nv =−vn, so
we can write 9 as

vθ = eθnv = ve−θn (11)
We can see that this is consistent by writing out the exponential:

eθnv = v cosθ+nv sinθ (12)

= v cos(−θ)−nv sin(−θ) (13)

= v cos(−θ)+vnsin(−θ) (14)

= v [cos(−θ)+nsin(−θ)] (15)

= ve−θn (16)
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